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This year marks the 250th
anniversary of the publication of
one of biology’s landmark books.
Species Plantarum by Carl
Linnaeus laid the foundation for
the classification of organisms, a
subject many practitioners feel is
still undervalued at a time of rapid
loss of flora and fauna as a result
of human activity.
In Species Plantarum Linnaeus
reduced essentially all that was
known about each species to 
just a few lines. Together, the
generic name and the specific
second name, make up the
binomial or scientific name of a
plant. The system was rapidly
adopted and now forms the basis
for naming any newly identified
organism.
Carl Linne (Linnaeus is the Latin
form of his name) was born in
1707, the son of a country parson
in southern Sweden. At school he
was an average student, though
especially good at Latin. Plants
were his main interest and instead
of going into the church, as his
parents wished, he went to the
University of Uppsala to study
medicine and botany, which at
that time went hand in hand.
His academic path proved
highly successful and when just
25 years old, he was selected by
the Swedish Academy of Sciences
to survey Lapland, the bleak
northern area of Sweden and
Norway. He travelled over 4,000
miles in the region with great
success, which included the
discovery of more than 100 new
plants. After this he went to
Holland, where he took his MD. He
stayed just three years but
produced 14 books, then visited
England and France before
returning to Stockholm to set up
as a physician. He finally became
professor of botany at the
University of Uppsala in 1741.
Although it is not claimed that
Linnaeus invented binomial names
for species, he is acknowledged
as the person who systemised
them successfully into a workable
code of nomenclature,
distinguishing for the first time
between species and varieties,
and making the species the unit of
classification, a concept still held
by modern biologists and made
famous by Charles Darwin’s Origin
of Species, a century later. What
he did was to bring order into the
diffuse and chaotic mass of
knowledge about plants by
providing a means of classification
and a system which, though still
with problems as he well knew,
permitted a plant to be labelled
very simply but so effectively that
it could not be confused with any
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Page right: The title page of Carl Linnaeus’s book published in 1753, outlining his proposed binomial classification of species which,
with his extremely broad experience of plant material, quickly won favour with other biologists.
other. His insight was for order
and classification — so much so
that he even classified the
botanists whose books he used. It
also offered the flattering
prospect of newly identified
species being named after their
discoverer or some other chosen
person using a Latin version of
their name. The South African
genus Gardenia was named by
John Ellis, a collector in South
Africa who sent Linnaeus
specimens, for Alexander Garden,
who lived in South Carolina and
was also sending Linnaeus plant
specimens. It was only when
Garden returned to London late in
his life that he found out the
genus had been named after him.
Linneaus’s scheme was also
quickly recognised outside the
scientific world. He was created a
knight of the Polar Star in 1753
and was admitted to the House of
Nobles in 1761, adding the
honorific ‘von’ to his name
although he paid little attention to
this honour and signed himself
Carl Linne as often as Carl von
Linne.
In spite of his honours in
Sweden, following his death the
extensive collections of Linnaeus,
including his herbarium,
manuscripts, correspondence,
stuffed animals and birds, shells,
insects and minerals, were
purchased from his family by a
young English naturalist and taken
to London where there is an active
Linnaen Society, concerned about
funding for systematic biology. 
The London society believes
that the vital importance of the
field is still failing to be
recognised in the UK. In spite of a
major report by the House of
Lords science and technology
committee a decade ago,
recommending greater investment
and changes to the infrastructure
of systematic biology research,
the society believes not enough
has been done.
‘There is no single body –
neither charity, government
agency nor research council –
with responsibility for the
oversight of the state of
systematic biology research, the
formulation of any kind of national
policy for it, and ensuring that the
available resources are allocated
in the most rational and effective
way’, says the society. 
The society believes such a
body is vital. ‘It could offer
guidance on school and university
curricula in systematics and
natural history, and provide a
focus for any relevant assistance
which could be provided by
bodies such as environmental
charities, learned societies,
museums, botanic gardens and
zoos.’
Highlighting the contribution of
Linnaeus and the importance of
systematic biology will be a key
feature of a conference planned in
August by the University of
Uppsala in Sweden, Linnaeus’s
old university, to celebrate the
anniversary of his Species
Plantarum. And preparations are
already beginning to take shape
for a further celebration — 2007
marks the 300th anniversary of
Linnaeus’ birth. 
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Hybrid headaches: Linnaeus’s achievement was all the more in the face of hybridisa-
tion between species as in these European orchids shown above. (Picture from an orig-
inal plate by the distinguished illustrator, Marjorie Blamey.)
